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YOU'RE INVITED!
Join us on Feb. 12, 2019 for the 2nd
event in the 18-19 Freshwater
Exploration Series: Dams in the
PNW.
LEARN MORE

WaterHackWeek Cyberseminars

WaterHackWeek Mixer

This weekly cyberseminar series will cover a

Save the Date! Join us on Thursday, March

variety of topics relevant to WaterHackWeek

28, 2019 from 4:00-6:00 p.m. for a mixer with

2019. Talks take place Thursdays, 1:00 p.m.

WaterHackWeek participants. Learn about

EST; past seminars are archived and

ongoing WaterHackWeek projects, and

available online. All are welcome!

network with industry professionals. This

event is open to the public.

LEARN MORE
LEARN MORE

ESRM 491/CEE 498: Sustainable Water in a Wet Region
Looking to add some freshwater science to your summer plans? Participate in a University of
Washington Summer Field Course jointly sponsored by the School of Environmental and Forest
Sciences and the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Learn about water
resources with a focus on environmental implications of climate change predictions for temperate
rain forest and wet forest regions, using the Pacific Northwest as an observational “laboratory.”
Contact Dr. Heidi Gough with questions.

LEARN MORE

Freshwater researchers published in "The Conversation"
Freshwater Initiative researchers Julian Olden and Thiago Couto were recently published in The
Conversation, offering a scientific perspective on the current status of aging and failing dams in

Brazil. In the wake of a dam collapse at a Brazilian mine in the last week, they write, “With
national safety guidelines informed by science and stricter enforcement, countries can reduce the
chance of a disaster like this happening again.”

READ THE ARTICLE

Freshwater Conferences & Meetings

Freshwater Job Opportunities

Stay up-to-date with our upcoming

A number of post-doctoral and job

Conferences and Meetings Board! Latest

opportunities were recently added to the

opportunities include the AWRA Summer

Freshwater Job Board, including openings

Conference (accepting abstracts) and

with Cloud to Street, The Environmental

Science Talks '19 (early-bird registration)!

Science Center, and the National Great
Rivers & Education Center.

UPCOMING MEETINGS
JOB BOARD

FRESHWATER CLASSIFIEDS
Stay Connected with the Freshwater Community

Puget Sound
Programming

Data Science
Drop-In Hours

Write for us!

Are you a scientist

Need a data science

Freshwater

using Python in

expert? Check out our

members to write

Seattle? Join

weekly Data Science

articles, suggest

other Puget

Drop-In Hours, held in

topics and ideas,

Sound Python

eScience Institute,

or contribute

enthusiasts for

Thursdays, 9:30-10:30

announcements

monthly meetups

a.m. Email your

to the Freshwater

about computing

questions in advance

Newsletter.

in scientific

to our in-house expert,

Contact

applications. This

Nicoleta Cristea:

fwi@uw.edu to

month's meetup.

cristn@uw.edu.

contribute!

We invite all

Congratulations to Jimmy Phuong!
Student Steering Committee member Jim received an Outstanding Student Presentation Award
(OSPA) for his poster presentation, titled “Geospatial information needs and use-cases for
population health researchers in hurricane and flood preparedness scenarios,” at the annual
meeting of the American Geophysical Union 2018.

READ MORE
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